INTRODUCTION
Kv7 (KCNQ) voltage-gated potassium channels (Kv7.1-Kv7.5) (Gutman et al., 2003) produce the neuronal M-current (Kv7.2-Kv7.5) (Delmas and Brown, 2005; Hernandez et al., 2008; Wang et al., 1998) and the I KS current in heart, vestibular, and auditory cells (Kv7.1) (Barhanin et al., 1996; Jentsch, 2000; Sanguinetti et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1996) . Kv7s open at subthreshold membrane potentials and place a strong brake on membrane excitation. Consequently, they sit at a key point for excitability control in both the brain and heart. Accordingly, more than 300 Kv7 mutations have been linked to diseases, such as arrhythmia, deafness, and epilepsy (Jentsch, 2000; Maljevic et al., 2010; Soldovieri et al., 2011) .
Kv7s are assembled from four transmembrane subunits having the classic voltage-gated potassium channel architecture (Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) in which each subunit has six transmembrane helices. Four, S1-S4, form the voltage-sensor domain (VSD), while the last two, S5-S6 form the pore domain. This canonical transmembrane architecture is followed by a cytoplasmic C-terminal domain (CTD) that constitutes about half of the protein and that is central to channel assembly, gating, and modulation by calmodulin (CaM) (Gamper and Shapiro, 2003; Ghosh et al., 2006; Shamgar et al., 2006; Wen and Levitan, 2002; Yus-Najera et al., 2002) . The CTD has four helical segments, denoted A-D. The most distal, the D helix, forms a four-stranded coiled coil that is important for tetramerization and subunit assembly specificity (Howard et al., 2007; Wiener et al., 2008) . The two segments closest to the pore, the A and B helices, comprise the CaM interaction site (Sachyani et al., 2014; Strulovich et al., 2016; Sun and MacKinnon, 2017; Xu et al., 2013) .
CaM strongly modulates Kv7 function (Gamper and Shapiro, 2003; Ghosh et al., 2006; Shamgar et al., 2006; Sihn et al., 2016; Wen and Levitan, 2002; Yus-Najera et al., 2002) by acting as a calcium sensor (Gamper and Shapiro, 2003; Sihn et al., 2016) and binds to Kv7s in both Apo/CaM and Ca 2+ /CaM forms (Bal et al., 2008; Liu and Devaux, 2014; Wen and Levitan, 2002; Xu et al., 2013; Yus-Najera et al., 2002) . Disruption of CaM interactions with Kv7.1 (Ghosh et al., 2006; Shamgar et al., 2006) , Kv7.2 (Etxeberria et al., 2008) , and the Kv7.2/Kv7.3 heteromer (Liu and Devaux, 2014) by disease mutations has indicated that CaM-Kv7 complex formation is important for channel assembly and trafficking and, together with other studies, support the idea that CaM is an auxiliary subunit (Etxeberria et al., 2008; Gamper et al., 2005; Gamper and Shapiro, 2003; Ghosh et al., 2006; Levitan, 2006; Shamgar et al., 2006; Wen and Levitan, 2002; Yus-Najera et al., 2002) . Nevertheless, the exact mechanism by which CaM controls channel function has remained unresolved. Further, the apparently different effects of Ca 2+ /CaM on the neuronal isoforms (Kv7.2-7.5) versus the predominantly cardiac isoform Kv7.1 have eluded a clear mechanistic explanation (Delmas and Brown, 2005; Gamper et al., 2005; Gomis-Perez et al., 2017; Jespersen et al., 2005; Sachyani et al., 2014; Tobelaim et al., 2017b) .
We previously proposed that CaM acts as a Ca
2+
-dependent switch between a bidentate-bound Apo/CaM form, spanning the A and B helices, and a Ca 2+ /CaM form bound to the B helix (Xu et al., 2013) . Recent structural studies of CaM complexes have found a range of bidentate CaM/AB domain complexes having varied divalent-bound configurations including CaM:Kv7.1 AB domain complexes having a Ca 2+ /N-lobe and Apo/C-lobe in 5 mM CaCl 2 and 1 mM EGTA conditions (Sachyani et al., 2014) , a Ca 2+ / CaM:Kv7.2/7.3 AB domain chimera (Strulovich et al., 2016) , and a CaM:Kv7.1 complex in which EF hands EF1, EF2, and EF4 are occupied by divalent ions (Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) . These structural observations seemingly run counter to the proposed Apo/CaM-Ca 2+ /CaM switch (Xu et al., 2013) . However, the observation of a CaM-clamp conformation in isoforms having different CaM responses, Kv7.1 and Kv7.2/7.3, fails to account how a common structure could underlie the differences in the effects of CaM modulation on Kv7.1 versus the neuronal isoforms Kv7.2-Kv7.5 (Delmas and Brown, 2005; Jespersen et al., 2005) . Further, a structure of an authentic Apo/CaM-bound form has remained elusive. Hence, whether different types of CaM-Kv7 interactions govern the modulation of different Kv7 isoforms or whether there are different transduction mechanisms arising from a common CaM-channel interaction scaffold has been unresolved.
Here, using structural studies of CaM:Kv7 AB domain complexes from Kv7.4 and Kv7.5, we provide multiple lines of evidence that support a unified mechanism for Kv7 modulation by CaM. The core of this regulatory mechanism uses a switch between a cross-bridged Apo/CaM state and release of this cross-bridge caused by Ca 2+ binding to the CaM C-lobe. Two observations are central to this mechanism. The Apo/C-lobe is in a ''semi-open'' conformation that can be opened by Ca 2+ binding, whereas the CaM N-lobe remains anchored in the same position on the B helix in both the Apo-and Ca
-bound forms, adopting an ''open'' binding pose on the B helix in the Apo state that is essentially identical to the Ca 2+ -bound form, except for the lack of Ca 2+ ions. Because the Apo/N-lobe is pre-organized into a conformation identical to Ca 2+ /N-lobe, Ca 2+ binding is able to increase the N-lobe:B helix affinity and thereby allow the N-lobe to stay anchored on the B helix when C-lobe:A helix interactions are disrupted. Notably, we find that the C-lobe EF3, a site that has been observed to lack divalent ions even when the other three EF hands are occupied (Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) , has a particularly important role in driving the C-lobe switch. Further, the C-lobe switch controls the function of both Kv7.4 and Kv7.1 despite affecting channel opening in opposite ways. Hence, the C-lobe switch uses a common mechanism arising from a shared scaffold regardless of how changes in this modulatory unit are coupled to channel opening.
RESULTS
Crystal Structure of the Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB Domain Complex We co-expressed, purified, and crystallized an Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain complex. Similar to prior Kv7 AB domain studies (Sachyani et al., 2014; Strulovich et al., 2016) , deletion of much of the poorly conserved AB linker, Kv7.4 residues 368-523 ( Figure S1A ), was necessary and yielded a well-behaved 1:1 CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain complex over a wide range of concentrations as judged by size exclusion chromatography (SEC)-multiangle light scattering (MALS) ( Figure S1B ). In agreement with prior deletion studies of Kv7.1 (Haitin et al., 2009) , the AB linker truncation did not affect channel function and improved channel expression ( Figures S1C and S1D ). Following purification in 1 mM EGTA, crystals were grown that diffracted X-rays to 2.30 Å resolution (Table S1 ), and the structure was determined by single anomalous diffraction-molecular replacement (SAD-MR) using an isomorphous heavy atom derivative with Di-m-iodobis(ethylenediamine)diplatinum(II) nitrate ([Pt 2 I 2 (H 2 NCH 2 CH 2 NH 2 ) 2 ](NO 3 ) 2 ). Structure determination revealed four 1:1 Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain complexes per asymmetric unit ( Figure S1E ). In each, one CaM embraces an antiparallel helical pair of Kv7.4 A and B helices from a single AB domain ( Figure 1A ). All asymmetric unit complexes adopt similar conformations having a root mean square deviation, Ca (RMSD Ca ) of <0.300 Å ( Figure S2A ). This conformation differs dramatically from the Ca 2+ /CaM:Kv7.4 B helix complex (Figure 1B) (Xu et al., 2013) , and, unlike prior Kv7 AB domain complexes (Sachyani et al., 2014; Strulovich et al., 2016; Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) , all four CaM EF hands lack bound divalent ions ( Figure S3 ) consistent with the constant presence of 1 mM EGTA. The Kv7.4 AB domain comprises three helices. The A helix, residues His330-Met357, the B helix, residues Pro528-Arg554, and a short helix formed by the AB-linker Ala364-Met527 ( Figures  1A and S1A ). There is a small difference in the extent of helical structure of the N-terminal end of the A helix in the different copies of the asymmetric unit (Figures S1A and S1F). As with the CaM:Kv7.1 AB domain complex structures (Sachyani et al., 2014; Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) and the CaM:Kv7.3 A helix/ Kv7.2 B helix complex (Strulovich et al., 2016) , CaM C-lobe binds the Kv7.4 A helix and the CaM N-lobe binds the Kv7.4 B helix through an extensive set of contacts ( Figures S4A and S4B) .
The Apo/CaM N-lobe adopts an open conformation (Meador et al., 1992) that is essentially identical to that of Ca 2+ /CaM N-lobe ( Figure 2A ). This open Apo/N-lobe conformation is unlike previously observed target-bound Apo/N-lobe conformations (Houdusse et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2015) and binds the Kv7.4 B helix in a manner matching the Ca 2+ /CaM N-lobe:Kv7.4 B helix complex (Xu et al., 2013 ) (RMSD = 0.449 Å , RMSD Ca = 0.375 Å ) using the same principal anchor residues, Val533, Ser536, Ile537, Ile539, and Leu540 ( Figure 1C ) and burying a similar amount of surface area (1,900 and 1,870 Å 2 , respectively for the Apo/CaM N-lobe and Ca 2+ /CaM N-lobe). The conformational differences between the Apo/CaM N-lobe and Ca 2+ /CaM N-lobe reside in the EF1 X, Y, and Z ligands, Asp20, Asp22, and Asp24 as well as more distributed differences in EF2 ( Figures 2B, S5A , and S5B). These differences result in an EF hand pair in which the calcium-coordinating ligands are not arranged to coordinate calcium agreeing with the observed Apo/N-lobe state.
By contrast to the strong similarity between the Apo/N-lobe and Ca 2+ /N-lobe in the Kv7.4 AB domain and B helix complexes, there are stark differences between the Apo/C-lobe and Ca 2+ / C-lobe conformations (RMSD = 3.860 Å ) ( Figures 2C, 2D , S5C, and S5D). Apo/C-lobe assumes a semi-open form that is very similar to the conformation of the Apo/CaM C-lobe in the Myosin V complex (RMSD = 0.768 Å ) (Houdusse et al., 2006) (Figures 2E and 2F) and that has notable differences in the E helices of both EF hands ( Figure 2F ). The Kv7.4 A helix engages the Apo/C-lobe through interactions with a set of five hydrophobic residues, Ala342, Ala343, Ile346, Ala349, and Trp350, augmented by a bidentate electrostatic interaction between Arg351 and CaM Glu120 and a hydrogen bond between Gln347 and the CaM Leu112 backbone carbonyl ( Figure 1D ). This interaction surface is much larger than the Ca 2+ /C-lobe Kv7.4 B helix interaction (2,180 versus 1,120 Å 2 ) and comparable to the Apo/C-lobe Myosin V interaction (1,918 Å 2 ). Ile346 is part of the A helix ''IQ'' motif (Yus-Najera et al., 2002) and is buried deeply in an Apo/C-lobe pocket comprising Ala88, Phe89, Phe92, Met109, and Met124. The correspondence of the Apo/C-lobe:Kv7.4 A helix IQ domain interactions with those made by the IQ motif in the Apo/CaM:Myosin V complex (Houdusse et al., 2006 ) is striking ( Figure S5E ). Aside from the identical IQ residue poses, many other side chains on each of the IQ helices adopt similar conformations against the Apo/C-lobe surface ( Figure S5E ), underscoring a common structural basis for IQ motifs as Apo/CaM anchoring sites (B€ ahler and Rhoads, 2002; Rhoads and Friedberg, 1997; Tidow and Nissen, 2013) .
Divalent Ions Can Occupy N-Lobe EF Hands in the CaM:Kv7.4 AB Domain Complex Previous CaM:Kv7 AB domain complexes of Kv7.1 (Sachyani et al., 2014; Sun and MacKinnon, 2017 ) and the Kv7.3/7.2 AB domain chimera (Strulovich et al., 2016) showed N-lobe bound calcium ions that persisted even when extreme measures were taken to remove them (Sachyani et al., 2014 (Grabarek, 2011) . However, the Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain crystals were able to survive shorter calcium soaks. By using a 1 min soaking procedure for 10 mM and 1 mM CaCl 2 , and 1 mM MgCl 2 , we were able to obtain datasets at 2.20, 2.30, and 2.20 Å resolution, respectively, that were solved by molecular replacement (Table S1 ; Figures S2A, S2B , S6A, S6C, and S6E). Structure solution revealed clear density for a calcium ion in all four copies of EF1 for the 10 mM soak making a hemi-occupied lobe (Hemi/N-lobe) ( Figures S6A and S6B ) and density in both EF1 and EF2 for the 1 mM soak making Ca 2+ /N-lobe ( Figures  S6C and S6D ). Magnesium occupied EF1 in all four copies of the MgCl 2 soak ( Figures S6E and S6F ). There were clear rearrangements in EF1 calcium-coordinating residues D22 (Y), D24 (Z) T28 (-X), E31 (-Z) in both the 10 mM and 1 mM Ca 2+ structures ( Figures 3A and 3B ) and in EF2 residues D58 (Y), N60 (Z), T62 (-Y), D64 (-X), E67 (-Z) ( Figure 3B ). In each case, the movements are consistent with formation of a calcium coordination sphere. These data support the assignment of the Apo/CaM N-lobe as lacking divalents and are consistent with the high overall similarity of the Apo/CaM and Ca
2+
/CaM N-lobe conformations (Figures 2A and 2B ). They also show that only small conformational changes are required to accommodate calcium binding and that calcium ions can be bound in the CaM N-lobe EF hands while maintaining the clamp structure. Notably, loading of the N-lobe rather than the C-lobe runs opposite to the intrinsic affinities of the individual lobes for calcium (Linse et al., 1991) and suggests that the calcium affinities of the individual lobes in the Kv7.4 AB domain complex are tuned by binding partner /N-lobe (cyan) (4GOW) (Xu et al., 2013) . (B) View of the N-lobe EF hand domains from (A). Calcium binding residues are labeled. Canonical EF hand labels are in parentheses. (C) Ligand binding pocket view of superposed Apo/C-lobe (marine) and Ca 2+ /C-lobe (light blue) (4GOW) (Xu et al., 2013) . Table S2. interaction as in other CaM complexes (Evans and Shea, 2009; Findeisen et al., 2013; Xia and Storm, 2005) .
Differential Binding of CaM N-Lobe to the B Helix
Given the small structural differences between the structures of the Apo/N-lobe:Kv7.4 B helix and Ca 2+ /N-lobe:Kv7.4 B helix complexes, we asked whether calcium ions affected the strength of this interaction. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments showed that Ca 2+ /N-lobe binds the Kv7.4 B helix tightly (K d = 210 nM) ( Figure 3C ). By contrast, we could not measure Apo/N-lobe binding ( Figure 3D ). These results indicate an affinity difference between the Ca 2+ /N-lobe and Apo/N-lobe of >50-fold. Attempts to use ITC to examine other interactions were complicated by complex binding isotherms (e.g., full-length CaM:B helix) and lack of isolated A-peptide stability. We note that these direct thermodynamic binding measurements differ from results using fluorescence approaches (Alaimo et al., 2014) . Nevertheless, these data together with the structural observations that the N-lobe is pre-organized into a calciumbound-like conformation (Figures 2A and 2B) and the observation that Apo/CaM binding to the Kv7.4 CTD depends on the Kv7.4 A helix (Xu et al., 2013) indicate that the clamped Apo/CaM Tables S1 and S2. structure is important for stabilizing the N-lobe:B helix interactions. Hence, both the Apo/C-lobe and Apo/N-lobe interactions contribute to Apo/CaM binding. Moreover, the data show that calcium binding causes a large gain in the ability of the N-lobe to bind the B helix independently of other interactions.
Apo/CaM Clamp Is Maintained in High Magnesium
We also obtained crystals of a Kv7.5 AB domain construct similar to the Kv7.4 AB domain ( Figure S1A ) in the presence of 200 mM Mg 2+ and in a different crystal form (P2 1 2 1 2 1 versus I222) from the Kv7.4 AB domain that diffracted to 2.60 Å resolution (Table S1 ). Structure solution, by molecular replacement using the Apo/ CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain, revealed four identical copies per asymmetric unit ( Figures S2C and S7A ) having an overall structure very similar to the Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 complexes (RMSD = 0.688 Å , RMSD Ca = 0.596 Å ) (Table S2 ) having one CaM that binds the Kv7.5 A and B helices using the C-lobe and N-lobe, respectively. The Kv7.5 AB linker makes an irregular loop structure rather than a helix as in the Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 structure ( Figures 1A and S7B ). The two CaM lobes bind the Kv7.5 A and B helices using residues Val521, Ala524, Ile525, Ile527, Met528 to engage the Mg 2+ / N-lobe and five hydrophobic anchors, Ala370, Ala371, Ile374, Val377, and Trp378, together with hydrophilic interactions made by Gln375 and Arg379 to bind the Mg 2+ /C-lobe ( Figures  S4C, S4D , S7C, and S7D). Both sets of interactions match those in the Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 complex ( Figures S4C, S4D , S7E, and S7F), and, accordingly, the Kv7.5 AB domain complex CaM lobes bury surface areas comparable to the Kv7.4 complex (1,920 and 1,900 Å 2 for the Kv7.5:N-lobe and Kv7.4:N-lobe interactions, respectively, and 2,430 and 2,180 Å 2 for Kv7.5:C-lobe and Kv7.4:C-lobe interactions, respectively). EF1, EF2, and EF4 displayed density consistent with the presence of a Mg 2+ with one copy also having density for Mg 2+ in EF3 (Figures S7A and S7G) . Together, these data show an essentially Apo/CaM like structure in which the C-lobe adopts a semi-open conformation, whereas the N-lobe is in the open conformation despite the lack of an activating ion, further supporting the idea that the N-lobe/ Kv7 B helix interactions pre-organize the N-lobe into a calciumbinding competent conformation.
Comparison to CaM:Kv7.1 AB Domain and CaM:Kv7.2/ 7.3 AB Domain Chimera Structures The CaM:Kv7.4 and CaM:Kv7.5 AB domain complexes share the global architecture seen in the CaM:Kv7.1 AB domain complexes (Sachyani et al., 2014; Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) and CaM: Kv7.3 A/Kv7.2 B domain complex (Strulovich et al., 2016 ) (RMSD Ca = 1.567, 1.317, 1.490 Å , Apo/CaM:Kv7.4; 1.536, 1.364, 1.409 Å Mg 2+ CaM:Kv7.5 versus Kv7.1 (Sachyani et al., 2014) , Kv7.1 full-length (Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) , and Kv7.2/7.3 complexes (Strulovich et al., 2016) , respectively) (Figures 4A-4D and S8; Table S2 ). The Kv7.4 and Kv7.5 AB domain complexes all have the cis-configuration in which CaM engulfs the A and B helices from the same chain that is found in the CaM:Kv7.1 AB domain complex in the context of the full channel (Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) and CaM:Kv7.3 A/Kv7.2 B domain complex (Strulovich et al., 2016) .
Differences between the Kv7.4 AB domain complexes and the Kv7.1 AB domain and Kv7.3/7.2 AB domain complexes occur in the EF hand ion binding sites, which are empty in the Apo/ CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain complex. In the CaM:Kv7.1 AB domain complex crystal structure, the N-lobe EF hands contain calcium ions, whereas the C-lobe EF hands lack bound divalents (Sachyani et al., 2014) . This Ca 2+ /N-lobe matches what we observe for the 1 mM CaCl 2 soaks of the Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain complex ( Figure 3B ). Cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) studies of a CaM:Kv7.1 complex identified divalent ions in EF hands 1, 2, and 4 and an empty EF3 (Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) . Accordingly, its major difference with the Kv7.4 complex is in the EF4 conformation resulting from the bound ion. By contrast, both Apo/EF3s show close agreement ( Figure S8 ). The CaM:Kv7.3 A helix/Kv7.2 B helix chimera complex structure (Strulovich et al., 2016) There are conformational differences in the N-terminal portion of the A helix that extends beyond the CaM complex, the AB linkers, and the length of the N-terminal portion of the Kv7.1 B helix ( Figure 4B ). Differences in the A helix N-terminal end are similar to those among the CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain complexes (cf. Figures S1F, S6A , S6C, and S6E) and suggest that this region is flexible. The N-terminal end of the Kv7.2, Kv7.4, and Kv7.5 B helices begin at a conserved proline (Pro534, Pro528, and Pro516, respectively). This position is a glutamate Kv7.1, and this difference likely supports the longer Kv7.1 helix given the low helix propensity of proline (O'Neil and DeGrado, 1990) .
Taken together, the similarities in CaM:Kv7 AB domain interactions underscore the commonality of CaM clamp interaction among Kv7 isoforms. The compatibility of this mode with a variety of calcium-bound states suggests that, in conditions where constraints are imposed either by the crystal lattice or by interactions within the full-length complex, it is possible to maintain the clamp. Thus, the structures raise the key question of how this common structure is related to Kv7 function.
Calcium Causes a Conformational Change in the CaM/ Kv7.4 A-B Domain Complex Although the CaM clamp structure can be maintained in some cases when divalent ions are bound to the EF hands, addition of calcium to the Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain complexes led to crystal dissolution, suggesting a calcium-dependent conformational change. To explore this possibility, we used small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). We examined a Kv7.4 CTD construct spanning the A-D elements, but lacking part of AB linker, denoted Kv7.4 AD(D368-492) (Xu et al., 2013) . Similar to the longer crystal construct deletion, this AB linker deletion was necessary to obtain a well-behaved sample but did not affect function ( Figures S1C and S1D) . SAXS experiments under low-and high-calcium conditions showed striking differences in size and flexibility of the Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AD and Ca Table S3 ) that were apparent from the stark differences in the Porod volume and values, which are bounded by 4 for rigid and 2 for completely flexible structures (Hammel, 2012; Rambo and Tainer, 2011) ). These data, together with the presence of the clear plateau for Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AD that is not found for the calcium-bound form Ca 2+ /CaM:Kv7.4 AD ( Figure 5B ), indicate that Apo/ CaM:Kv7.4 AD(D368-492) has compact structure and that Ca 2+ /CaM:Kv7.4 AD(D368-492) is larger and more flexible. Additionally, we observed differences in the size of the complex as judged by D max values from the pair distance distribution, P(r) analysis ( Figure 5D ; /CaM:Kv7.4 B helix crystal structures, these results suggest that there is a calcium-driven conformational switch between the clamped Apo/CaM form structure that engulfs the A and B helices, and the Ca 2+ /CaM form, which binds only to the B helix and in which the A helix is released and becomes disordered ( Figure 5E ) as previously proposed (Xu et al., 2013 ). This interpretation is further supported by the affinity change in CaM N-lobe for the B helix ( Figures 3C and 3D ) and provide an explanation for how the /CaM:Kv7.5 (magenta), hemi-CaM:Kv7.1 (cyan) (Sachyani et al., 2014) , and Ca 2+ /CaM:Kv7.2/7.3 (light orange) (Strulovich et al., 2016) . Divalent ions are shown as spheres. CaM N-lobe can remain in place while the C-lobe changes positions between the Apo-and Ca
2+
-bound forms (Movie S1).
Ca

2+
-Dependent C-Lobe Interactions Modulate Kv7.4 Activation We sought to test whether the clear calcium-dependent structural properties of the CaM:Kv7.4 complexes had functional correlates. Hence, we measured Kv7.4 activity in presence of CaM or CaM mutants that disabled the calcium binding ability of the N-lobe (CaM 12 ), the C-lobe (CaM 34 ), or both (CaM 1234 ) . Electrophysiology using the perforated patch configuration to avoid major cytosolic composition changes revealed that co-expression of CaM 1234 , an Apo/CaM mimic, accelerated the fast component of Kv7.4 channel activation (t at 0 mV = 133.9 ± 9.8 ms Kv7.4:CaM; 39.0 ± 4.3 ms Kv7.4:CaM 1234 ) ( Figures 6A and 6B ), sparing deactivation (Figure S9A) , and produced a large (>35 mV) leftward shift in the voltage dependence of activation (V 1/2 = À12.4 ± 2.2 mV, Kv7.4:CaM; À49.2 ± 3.4 mV, Kv7.4:CaM 1234 ) ( Figure 6C ; Table S4 ) similar to previous observations (Sihn et al., 2016) . Co-expression with CaM mutants having the calcium binding ability of a single lobe impaired revealed that CaM 34 phenocopied the effects of CaM 1234 on both activation rate (t at 0 mV = 43.6 ± 3.1 ms, Kv7.4: CaM 34 ) ( Figures 6A and 6B ) and activation voltage dependency (V 1/2 = À43.8 ± 4.9 mV, Kv7.4:CaM 34 ) ( Figure 6C ; Table S4 ). By contrast, CaM 12 caused only modest perturbations to channel biophysical properties, producing only a slightly faster activation rate and a small activation curve leftward shift (V 1/2 = À22.4 ± 6.2 mV, Kv7.4:CaM 12 ; Table S4 ). Because structural studies of Kv7.1:CaM suggested a critical role for EF3 (Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) , we also used individual EF hand mutants to probe the C-lobe further. These data show that the single mutant CaM 3 causes effects equivalent to CaM 34 on both the activation rate (t at 0 mV = 65.8 ± 6.4 ms, Kv7.4: CaM 3 ; 100.0 ± 4.0 ms, Kv7.4: CaM 4 ) ( Figures 6A and 6B) , and the voltage dependence of activation (V 1/2 = À42.2 ± 2.9 mV, Kv7.4:CaM 3 ; À34.2 ± 3.5 mV, Kv7.4:CaM 4 ) ( Figure 6C ; Table S4 ), whereas CaM 4 caused milder effect. These results are consistent with the possibility that Apo/EF3 contacts the S2-S3 linker from the voltage sensor domain (Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) .
We also used the cell-permeant calcium chelator (1,2-Bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid tetrakis (acetoxymethyl ester)) (BAPTA-AM) to reduce intracellular calcium concentrations. Application of BAPTA-AM to cells expressing (Figures 6D-6F ; Table S4 ) that mirrored the effects of the co-expression of Kv7.4 with CaM 1234 and CaM 34 (t (BAPTA) at 0 mV = 69.1 ± 5.6 ms, Kv7.4:CaM; 42.9 ± 5.6 ms, Kv7.4:CaM 1234 ; 27.9 ± 1.2 ms, Kv7.4:CaM 34 ; V 1/2(BAPTA) = À36.8 ± 3.7 mV Kv7.4:CaM; À39.9 ± 2.6 mV Kv7.4:CaM 1234 ; À45.2 ± 1.9 mV Kv7.4:CaM 34 ). To examine whether the cells transfected with Kv7.4 and the various CaM versions have different basal calcium levels, we used two types of calcium indicator, Fluo-3-AM and Indo-1-AM ( Figure S10 ). These experiments showed that there was no difference among the measured calcium signals from cells transfected with Kv7.4 and the various CaM versions or from cells transfected with control voltage-gated sodium channels (Na V 1.4 and Na V Sp1) ( Figures S9B and S10) . Importantly, both BAPTA-AM and ionomycin treatment caused changes in the expected directions, depending on the indicator used. Hence, the observed functional changes are not due to variability in cytosolic calcium levels but are a direct consequence of the calcium-dependent actions of the various CaM mutants on the channel.
We also compared the effects of CaM and CaM 1234 on Kv7.5 function ( Figures S9C and S9D ). In line with the Kv7.4 results and with the clamped CaM:Kv7.5 AB domain structure, we found that co-expression of the Apo/CaM mimic, CaM 1234 , caused a leftward shift in the voltage-dependent activation of the channel (V 1/2 = À13.6 ± 4.3 mV, Kv7.5:CaM; À33.2 ± 2.1 mV, Kv7.5:CaM 1234 ). These functional consequences match the effects of CaM 1234 on Kv7.2 (Gomis-Perez et al., 2017), Kv7.3 (Gomis-Perez et al., 2017), and Kv7.4 ( Figures 6C and 6F ) and demonstrate a unified mechanism in which Apo/CaM facilitates activation of the neuronal Kv7.2-Kv7.5 isoforms, whereas Ca 2+ /CaM exerts an inhibitory effect. Taken together with the results from our structural and biophysical studies of Kv7.4, our data further indicate that CaM C-lobe acts as a Ca
-dependent switch that controls channel activity.
Because of reported differences in CaM modulation between Kv7.1 and other family members (Kv7.2-Kv7.5) Gomis-Perez et al., 2017; Sachyani et al., 2014; Tobelaim et al., 2017b) and the commonality of the CaM-clamp structures (Figure 4) , we studied the effects of CaM and CaM mutants on Kv7.1. By contrast with the facilitating effects on Kv7.2-Kv7.5, Ca 2+ -insensitive CaM mutants shifted the Kv7.1 response in the depolarizing direction, opposing channel activation. Nevertheless, similar to Kv7.4, the effect of CaM 1234 was phenocopied completely by the C-lobe mutant CaM 34 but not CaM 12 , (V 1/2 = À36.4 ± 1.8 mV, Kv7.1:CaM; À25.3 ± 4.0 mV, Kv7.1:CaM 12 ; À15.4 ± 2.9 mV, Kv7.1:CaM 34 ; À13.5 ± 2.6 mV, Kv7.1:CaM 1234 ) ( Figures S9E and S9F ). The effects of CaM 1234 point to an inhibitory, rather than activating role for the Apo/CaM clamp in the context of Kv7.1. Moreover, only CaM 1234 caused a decrease in current density ( Figure S9G ). The functional effects on V 1/2 and current density of Kv7.1 associated with co-expression of CaM mutants differ from the results of diffusion of purified See also Movie S1 and Table S3 .
CaM 12 and CaM 1234 into Kv7.1/KCNE-expressing cells that did not affect V 1/2 but suppressed current density (Sachyani et al., 2014) , and the lack of effect of BAPTA on Kv7.1 activation (Tobelaim et al., 2017a) . These dissimilarities may result from experimental differences regarding the impact of diluting the cytosol by using the whole-cell configuration (Sachyani et al., 2014; Tobelaim et al., 2017a) instead of the perforated-patch configuration used here, or issues regarding how CaM is incorporated into the channel complex. Given that CaM is essential for Kv7.1 assembly and trafficking (Ghosh et al., 2006; Shamgar Table S4 . See also Figures S9 and S10 and Table S4. et al., 2006), it is unclear whether efficient exchange can happen post assembly. Our results establish a central role for CaM C-lobe in effecting Kv7 calcium-dependent modulation that is independent of the coupling direction and suggest a unified mechanism for how CaM controls Kv7 activity.
Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 Interactions Control Channel Trafficking Because we expect that the Apo/CaM clamp should represent the channel basal state, we made a set of structure-based mutations to probe the effects of interfering with Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain interactions. We mutated hydrophobic residues buried by each CaM lobe to either alanine or aspartate to disrupt Apo/ C-lobe:A helix (I346A and I346D) and Apo/N-lobe:B helix interactions (S536A/L540A and S536D/L540D). Pull-down experiments using a fusion protein of the C-terminal tail construct used in the SAXS experiments, HMT-Kv7.4 AD (D368-492), revealed that all of these changes, except for S536A/L540A substantially impaired Apo/CaM binding ( Figure 7A ). Notably, all of these mutations, except for S536A/L540A, affected function and those that were most disruptive to binding (I346A, I346D, and S536D/ L540D) resulted in either a substantial reduction (I346A) or complete loss (I346D and S536D/L540D) of Kv7.4 currents ( Figures  7B and 7C) . Further, even though the channel protein was made for each of the mutants, surface biotinylation experiments using an HA-tagged Kv7.4 demonstrated that the loss of interactions with Apo/CaM observed in the biochemical experiments ( Figure 7A ) were correlated with a strong negative impact on channel plasma membrane expression ( Figure 7D ). The I346A mutant had some surface expression and low current density that could be improved by providing CaM in excess. Nevertheless, the ability of CaM to rescue this mutant was far from complete, corroborating the CaM binding deficit observed in Apo/ C-lobe binding site disruption (Figures 7A-7C ). Together, these data support the idea that Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 interactions are essential for proper trafficking and are reminiscent of effects reported for mutations that disrupt the interaction between CaM and Kv7.1 (Ghosh et al., 2006; Shamgar et al., 2006) , Kv7.2 (Etxeberria et al., 2008) , and the Kv7.2/Kv7.3 heteromeric channel (Liu and Devaux, 2014) . Hence, Apo/CaM interactions are essential for the formation of functional plasma membrane channels and set the stage for the regulation by the C-lobemediated calcium-dependent switch.
DISCUSSION
Intracellular calcium signals sensed by CaM exert strong control over Kv7 function (Gamper and Shapiro, 2003; Ghosh et al., 2006; Shamgar et al., 2006; Wen and Levitan, 2002; Yus-Najera et al., 2002) . Although CaM is a well-established Kv7 co-factor Gamper and Shapiro, 2003; Ghosh et al., 2006; Shamgar et al., 2006) , the roles of the various possible calcium-bound CaM forms have been unclear. Previous studies have shown that Apo/CaM binding requires the presence of the A and B segments of the Kv7 CTD (Wen and Levitan, 2002; Xu et al., 2013; Yus-Najera et al., 2002) . The structure presented here of the Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain complex provides a clear rationale for this observation as the Apo/CaM form embraces an antiparallel pair of A and B helices (Figure 1) . The importance of this interaction is further supported by the observations that disruptions in Apo/CaM binding impair plasma membrane expression (Figure 7 ) and agrees with previous observations made for Kv7.1 (Ghosh et al., 2006; Shamgar et al., 2006) , Kv7.2 (Etxeberria et al., 2008) , and the Kv7.2/Kv7.3 heteromeric channel (Liu and Devaux, 2014) . Together, these observations support the role of CaM as Kv7 auxiliary subunit (Etxeberria et al., 2008; Gamper et al., 2005; Gamper and Shapiro, 2003; Ghosh et al., 2006; Levitan, 2006; Shamgar et al., 2006; Wen and Levitan, 2002; Yus-Najera et al., 2002) .
Calcium-dependent conformational changes are at the heart of CaM function (Clapham, 2007; Hoeflich and Ikura, 2002) , and CaM calcium-binding properties are dramatically shaped by context-dependent interactions with individual targets (Evans and Shea, 2009; Findeisen et al., 2013; Schumacher et al., 2004; Xia and Storm, 2005; Zhang et al., 2012) . Our data reveal key features regarding how CaM:Kv7 AB domain interactions tune the individual Apo/CaM lobe properties, each of which have different conformations despite both engaging a helical partner. The open conformation of Apo/N-lobe bound to the B helix is essentially identical to the B helix-bound Ca 2+ /N-lobe, sparing EF1 and EF2 calcium ligand differences, and adopts a mode of target recognition that is completely different from other Apo/N-lobe: target complex structures (Houdusse et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2015) . In line with this largely pre-organized Ca 2+ binding site, Ca 2+ soaking experiments show that the N-lobe becomes preferentially loaded with Ca 2+ without affecting how the N-lobe engages the Kv7.4 B helix. This pre-organization of the EF1 and EF2 calcium binding sites results in a >50-fold (>3 kcal mol -1 ) Ca 2+ -dependent increase in the affinity of the N-lobe:B helix interaction. This enhanced N-lobe calcium affinity may explain why other studies have not obtained structures in which the N-lobe is in the Apo state (Sachyani et al., 2014 By contrast, the Apo/C-lobe binds to an IQ motif in the A helix in a semi-open conformation that is essentially identical to that seen in the Apo/C-lobe:Myosin IQ domain complex (Houdusse et al., 2006) (Figures 2E and 2F ) and other Apo/C-lobe:IQ domain complexes (Chagot and Chazin, 2011; Feldkamp et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012) , emphasizing the important roles of IQ motifs as sites for Apo/CaM anchoring (B€ ahler and Rhoads, 2002; Rhoads and Friedberg, 1997; Tidow and Nissen, 2013) . The clear differences between this conformation and the open Ca 2+ / C-lobe conformation in the Ca 2+ /CaM:Kv7.4 B helix complex (Xu et al., 2013) indicates that the Apo/C-lobe is poised to respond to calcium signals through a calcium-induced conformational change. This idea is supported by SAXS experiments on Kv7 C-terminal constructs ( (D) Exemplar western blots of total lysate and surface biotinylated fractions for Kv7.4 1-645 D368-523 (WT) and indicated mutants using the specified antibodies. Lower-right panel shows quantified intensities in which the a-HA intensities in the captured biotinylated fraction are normalized by the a-tubulin intensities in the total cell extract intensities (n = 4). Error bars are SEM. See also Table S4 for values for (C).
are similarly compact, even though they have different length CTDs. These features together with the increased flexibility in the Ca 2+ /CaM:Kv7.4 AD complex are consistent with a calcium-dependent disruption of the C-lobe:A helix interaction ( Figure 5 ). Such a situation maximally involves a complete loss of half of the interaction made by Apo/CaM clamp conformation. Because the Apo/N-lobe:B helix interaction is weak (Figure 3) , the calcium-dependent binding affinity change for the N-lobe:B helix interaction would compensate the affinity loss resulting from the conformational change induced by disruption of the Apo/C-lobe:A helix interactions and Apo/CaM clamp. This affinity enhancement would then allow CaM to remain anchored to the Kv7.4 tail. Although similar SAXS comparisons of calciumbound and apo states using engineered Kv7.3/Kv7.2 AB domain chimera were not possible due to aggregation problems in the presence of calcium (Strulovich et al., 2016) , given the highly conserved nature of the Kv7 AB domain, we expect that other Kv7 isoforms will have similar calcium-dependent structural changes in the CaM:AB domain modulatory element.
In agreement with the structural data, our functional studies strongly support a central role for the C-lobe in Kv7 calciumdependent modulation in both Kv7.4 and Kv7.1, even though the impacts on channel function differ. C-lobe calcium-dependent modulation of Kv7.4 affects channel activation kinetics and voltage-dependent opening (Figure 6 ). The ability of the CaM C-lobe mutant CaM 34 to phenocopy CaM 1234 and the observation that BAPTA causes similar changes in activation kinetics and voltage-dependent opening to Kv7.4 expressed with wild-type CaM but not CaM 1234 or CaM 34 indicate that Apo/ C-lobe facilitates both processes and support a model for Kv7.4 modulation in which the Apo/CaM clamp facilitates channel activation. These observations are in agreement with the ability of CaM 1234 to increase channel open probability (Sihn et al., 2016) . Further, our studies with Kv7.5 ( Figure S9D) , together with prior studies of the effects of CaM 1234 on Kv7.2 and Kv7.3, demonstrate a unified role for Apo/CaM in facilitating the activation of the neuronal Kv7.2-Kv7.5 isoforms. Interestingly, we find a similar C-lobe dependence for Kv7.1 modulation (Figures S9E-S9G ; Table S4 ), even though the Apo/CaM form acts as an inhibitor rather than a facilitator of voltage-dependent activation. These results point to a model in which disruption of C-lobe:Kv7 interactions facilitates Kv7.1 activation and opening. The observation that a CaM C-lobe disease mutation affects Kv7.1 function corroborates the importance of the C-lobe in gating (Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) . In both Kv7.4 and Kv7.1, we find that CaM 12 is not a perfect substitute for wild-type CaM, a result that may reflect a loss of the proposed role for Ca 2+ /N-lobe as an anchor. The observation that the CaM EF hand mutant effects are phenocopied when cellular calcium levels are decreased using BAPTA suggests that, under resting conditions, there may be some tonic occupation of the EF hands by calcium and would be in line with the idea that the various structures having differently bound lobes reflect intermediates between the fully Apo/CaM state and the actuated Ca 2+ -bound conformation.
The clear role of the C-lobe in controlling Kv7 function contrasts with previous studies suggesting that the CaM N-lobe, not the C-lobe, mediates the Kv7.4 calcium sensitivity . The discrepancy with the previous report may arise from different experimental approaches regarding calcium manipulations and how mutant CaM expression was verified. We tested cells under resting calcium conditions that express the CaM variants supplied using a pIRES-GFP vector ensuring delivery of the mutant CaMs to the tested cells, an approach not used in the prior study . Further, the prior work used a calcium ionophore combined with different extracellular Ca 2+ concentrations to change intracellular Ca 2+ concentration and did not compare uniform calcium exposures to the tested mutants. Consequently, changes in current amplitude observed by Gamper and colleagues could be indirect effects from large calcium changes rather than CaM-dependent modulation. Notably, this previous study also failed to find CaM-dependent modulation of Kv7.1 and Kv7.3, both of which were later shown to have CaM-dependent modulation (GomisPerez et al., 2017; Sachyani et al., 2014; Tobelaim et al., 2017b) , a result for Kv7.1 that is confirmed by our studies . The excellent correlation of our structural data with our functional studies, done under comparable calcium levels for the various CaM versions ( Figure S9B ) and borne out in two different Kv7s, strongly supports the central role of the C-lobe as the driver in controlling Kv7 responses to calcium. Our studies of individual EF hand mutants show that EF3 is the key element of the C-lobe-mediated channel modulation (Figure 6) . Structural studies of a CaM:Kv7.1 channel complex indicate that Apo/EF3 interacts with the S2-S3 linker of the Kv7 VSDs (Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) . Indeed, structural comparison with the Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain complex shows that despite the differences in EF4, which is ion bound in the CaM:Kv7.1 complex but empty in the Apo/CaM Kv7.4 complex, both EF3s have similar conformations ( Figure 8A ). Hence, calcium binding to EF3 would produce a substantial conformational change in the C-lobe as evident from the comparison with the Ca 2+ /C-lobe structure ( Figure 8A ). This conformational change would perturb the interaction with the A helix and interactions with the VSD mediated by the S2/S3 loop. Thus, in addition to effects on the pore domain mediated by the A helix, there may also be an untethering of the membrane proximal modulatory domain from the VSD that affects VSD motions and activation. The importance of the Apo/CaM interaction for channel function and cell-surface trafficking underscores the role of the clamped conformation in setting the basal state of the channel. Our structural observations and functional results demonstrate that CaM C-lobe is the key moving part underling calcium-dependent Kv7 modulation by CaM and lead us to propose the following unified Kv7 modulation model ( Figure 8B ) centered on the importance of the Apo/CaM clamp configuration. This clamp conformation, common to all Kv7 isoforms, promotes the opening of Kv7.2-Kv7.5 channels but opposes Kv7.1 activation. Loading of the CaM C-lobe with calcium drives the C-lobe from the semi-open to an open conformation and releases the interactions with the A helix. In the most extreme case, this change would lead to an increased A helix disorder as observed in our SAXS studies and Ca 2+ /C-lobe binding to the B helix as in the Ca 2+ /CaM:Kv7.4 B helix complex (Movie S1). The increased affinity of the Ca 2+ /N-lobe for the B helix compensates for the disruption of C/lobe:A helix interactions anchoring CaM on the channel as the C-lobe switch is thrown. Hence, while the C-lobe constitutes the moving part, the N-lobe remains in place on the B helix in both Apo-and Ca 2+ -bound forms. This model is supported by our observation that calcium soaks of the Apo/CaM form leads to preferential N-lobe loading (Figures 3 and S6) . Given the potential for Apo/C-lobe:S2/S3 linker interactions (Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) , and the fact that it is possible to obtain clamped conformations in the presence of calcium (Sachyani et al., 2014; Strulovich et al., 2016) , interactions with other channel elements or the membrane may constrain the extent of such conformational changes in the full-length channel. Additionally, there is likely to be important interplay of CaM with other Kv7 regulatory factors, especially the signaling lipid phosphytidylionsitol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP 2 ), as CaM:Kv7 interactions occur near regions implicated in PIP 2 modulation (Gamper and Shapiro, 2007; Gomis-Perez et al., 2017; Hernandez et al., 2009; Li et al., 2005; Logothetis et al., 2015; Tobelaim et al., 2017a Tobelaim et al., , 2017b Zaydman and Cui, 2014; Zaydman et al., 2013) . Taken together, our studies suggest a unified framework for (Sun and MacKinnon, 2017) , Apo/CaM:K V 7.4: complex (marine), and Ca 2+ /CaM (cyan) (Xu et al., 2013) Figure S11 .
understanding how CaM affects Kv7 function centered on the shared CaM clamp configuration. Calcium binding to the C-lobe perturbs interactions with the A helix that lead to channel inhibition in non-Kv7.1 isoforms and channel facilitation for Kv7.1. Notably, the S2/S3 linker has only four conserved residues among all isoforms and a number of the positions that face the C-lobe differ between Kv7.1 and the neuronal isoforms Kv7.2-Kv7.5 (positions 2, 4, and 6) ( Figure S11 ). Such differences may contribute to the opposite outcomes from releasing the C-lobe switch. Future studies of full-length Kv7s in both high and low calcium conditions and in membrane environments, as well as studies of the impact of the S2/S3 loop differences on Kv7 modulation should enlighten the details of this process and the molecular determinants governing the opposite coupling observed for CaM effects on Kv7.1 and Kv7.2-Kv7.5.
The Kv7 channel architecture in which the pore domain is followed by long cytoplasmic domain bearing a membrane proximal regulatory region followed by a coiled-coil assembly domain is one of the most general voltage-gated ion channel (VGIC) body plans, occurring in Kv7 (Howard et al., 2007; Jenke et al., 2003; Wiener et al., 2008) , TRPM (Erler et al., 2006; Mei et al., 2006; Tsuruda et al., 2006) , TRPA1 (Paulsen et al., 2015) , TRPP ( Celi c et al., 2012; Qian et al., 1997; Tsiokas et al., 1997; Yu et al., 2009 Yu et al., , 2012 , and BacNa V (Arrigoni et al., 2016; Payandeh and Minor, 2015; Shaya et al., 2014) channels. The observations here regarding the key role of conformational changes in the membrane proximal domain in Kv7 channel modulation and our previous work establishing the importance of the BacNa V membrane proximal region in thermal sensing (Arrigoni et al., 2016) suggest that a key feature of this general architecture is to enable the membrane proximal region, which is framed by the channel pore and the coiled coil, to adopt metastable conformations that can be switched by various types of signals to control channel function. Moreover, the observation that there can be direct contacts between the modulatory domain and the VSDs highlights the potential for direct impacts of cytoplasmic domains on VSD action as suggested by studies on other VGIC family members (Lee and MacKinnon, 2017; Whicher and MacKinnon, 2016) .
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Received: October 10, 2017 Revised: December 7, 2017 Accepted: January 12, 2018 Published: February 8, 2018 washing unbound material with Buffer A with more than 5 column volume (CV), then eluted using a 0%-60% linear gradient of Buffer B (500 mM imidazole, 250 mM KCl, 10 mM Na-HEPES, pH 7.4) over 5 CV. The Poros20MC column elution was loaded to an amylose column (Buffer A: 250 mM KCl, 10 mM Na-HEPES, pH 7.4, Buffer B: 10 mM maltose, 250 mM KCl, 10 mM Na-HEPES, pH 7.4). Unbound material was removed by washing with Buffer A for 5 CV, then sample was eluted with Buffer B, 100% step elution with 5 CV. Protein was exchanged into to Buffer A using Econo-Pac 10DG column (Bio-Rad), and was treated with 1 mg TEV for 2 hr at RT followed by storage at 4 C overnight. The resultant reaction was applied to an amylose column and the cleaved sample was captured from the flow through, uncleaved material and MBP was eluted with amylose column Buffer B, 100% step elution with 5 CV. The buffer was exchanged to 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris pH 8.8 using Econo-Pac 10DG column (BioRad) and purified further by ion exchange chromatography (IEX) using a HiPrepQ column run in Buffer A (50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris pH 8.8) and eluted using a linear gradient of Buffer B (1 M KCl, 10 mM Tris pH 8.8) over 10 column volumes. The samples were further purified by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) using either a Superdex 75 (GE Healthcare) (Kv7.4 AB and Kv7.5 AB), or Superdex200 (GE Healthcare) (Kv7.4 AD and Kv7.4 BD), run in a buffer containing 50 mM KCl, 1 mM TCEP, 10 mM Na-HEPES, pH 7.4. All of the IEX and SEC buffers also contained either 1 mM CaCl 2 or 1 mM EGTA to produce Ca 2+ /CaM and Apo/CaM containing samples, respectively. Final sample quality was confirmed by SDS-PAGE.
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
For calorimetric study, the Ca 2+ /CaM:Kv7.4 B peptide (513-560) complex was purified using the same expression and purification procedure as the Ca 2+ /CaM:Kv7.4 AD, except the usage of Superdex 75 instead of Superdex 200. Following SEC, the Kv7.4 B peptide and CaM were separated using a preparative High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) using a C18 column (Vydac) and a linear gradient from 40%-70% of acetonitrile, 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid over 15 column volumes. Acetonitrile and trifluoroacetic acid were removed by speed vacuum concentration and lyophilization. Lyophilized peptide was dissolved in MilliQ water and relyophilized. CaM N-lobe purification was done following (Van Petegem et al., 2005) , except that the final SEC buffer contained 0.015% (w/v) lauryldimethylamine oxide (LDAO). Purified Kv7.4 B peptide and CaM N-lobe were dialyzed against 250 mM KCl, 0.015% (w/v) LDAO, 10 mM Na-HEPES. pH 7.4 containing either 1 mM CaCl 2 or 1 mM EGTA overnight at 4 C in the same dialysis chamber to ensure buffer matching. After centrifugation (30 min, 70000 g, 4 C), protein concentration was determined by absorbance at 280 nm (Edelhoch, 1967) . Samples were degassed (5 min) prior to loading into a VP-ITC calorimeter (MicroCal). Titration was performed at 15 C and data were processed using MicroCal origin 7.0.
Crystallization, data collection, structure determination, and refinement The Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain complex was concentrated using Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal filtration device (3-kDa MW cutoff, Millipore) to 10 mg mL À1 . Crystals were grown by hanging drop vapor diffusion at 4 C using 1 mL of 10 mg mL À1 complex and 1 mL of reservoir solution (2 M ammonium sulfate, 0.1 M BisTris pH 6.5). Needle shaped crystals appeared overnight. Crystals were improved by streak seeding and grew to full size in one week. Pt soaked crystals were prepared by soaking crystals in the reservoir solution with $0.05 mM Pt 2 I 2 (H 2 NCH 2 CH 2 NH 2 ) at 4 C overnight. Calcium and magnesium soaks were done by placing Apo/ CaM:Kv7.4 AB crystals in reservoir solutions containing 10 mM or 1 mM CaCl 2 , for 1 minute at 4 C, or 1 mM MgCl 2 for 30 min at 4 C. Apo/CaM:Kv7.5 AB crystals were grown by hanging drop vapor diffusion from a drop containing 1 mL of 10 mg mL À1 complex and 1 mL of reservoir solution (0.2 M magnesium formate, 20% PEG 3350), at 25 C. All crystals were cryoprotected with ethylene glycol, 5% step increase to 20%, and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. For crystals containing calcium or magnesium, cryoprotection solutions contained 10 mM CaCl 2 , 1 mM CaCl 2, or 1 mM MgCl 2 as appropriate.
Datasets were collected at 100K at ALS Beamline 8.3.1 (Berkeley) for the Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain native dataset (l = 0.9797Å ) and APS GM/CAT 23ID-B (Chicago) for the Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain Pt derivative (l = 1.072Å ) and CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain calcium and magnesium soaks, and Mg 2+ /CaM:Kv7.5 AB domain (l = 0.9795Å ). Data were indexed and scaled using HKL2000
(Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB native and Pt derivative) (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997) or XDS (CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain calcium and magnesium soaks, Mg 2+ /CaM:Kv7.5 AB domain) (Kabsch, 2010) . The Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain structure was phased by SAD-MR using PHENIX (Adams et al., 2010) experimental phasing pipeline in which the Pt derivative dataset was truncated to the 5.0 Å . Following heavy atom site identification, the model was built and refined against the Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain native dataset. Structures of the 10 mM CaCl 2 , 1 mM CaCl 2, and 1 mM MgCl 2 CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain soaks and Mg 2+ /CaM:Kv7.5 AB domain were solved by molecular replacement using Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AB domain as a search model in PHENIX (Adams et al., 2010) . All structures were completed with alternating rounds of manual model building with COOT (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) and refinement with PHENIX (Adams et al., 2010) . Final structure quality was checked using MolProbity .
Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) Apo/CaM:Kv7.4 AD, Ca 2+ /CaM:Kv7.4 AD, and Ca 2+ /CaM:Kv7.4 BD complexes were dialyzed overnight 4 C at against a buffer of 50 mM KCl, 1 mM TCEP, 5% (v/v) glycerol, 10 mM Na-HEPES pH 7.4 containing either 1 mM CaCl 2 or 1 mM EGTA, to produce Ca 2+ /CaM and Apo/CaM bound states, respectively. Final sample was concentrated to 0.5 mg mL À1 (Amicon Ultra-15, 10-kDa MW cutoff, Millipore) and filtered right before doing SAXS experiment using Ultrafree-MC Centrifugal Filter Units, 12000 g, 1 min at 4 C. SAXS data were collected at the ALS (Berkeley) SIBYLS Beamline 12.3.1 using exposure times of 0.5 s, 1 s, 2 s, and 4 s. Intensities from the buffer data were subtracted form the sample data. Scattering curves were merged using PRIMUS (Konarev 
